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Is there a gulf between
perception and reality?

By Patricia C. Brennan, CFP®
After another day of negative economic headlines, I was reminded of
the phrase, “May you live in interesting times.” The phrase’s origin is
contested. Some say it is an Irish
blessing, others a Chinese curse.
Whatever the pedigree, one thing is
true: These are interesting times, particularly in the world of investments.
One of the most fascinating
dynamics we see is a gulf between
perception and reality. Many Americans perceive our economic troubles
to be far worse than they are.
Negative sentiment manifests
itself in stock prices, resulting in
a risk to investors—the perception
versus reality risk. The perception
is that we are in trouble, and the
inclination for many investors is to
make decisions driven by their
emotions. Emotionally driven trading sends prices tumbling, and
investor confidence falls. Perception then becomes reality.
When we look at stocks as only
one piece of the economic puzzle, we
see a more optimistic picture. Brian
Wesbury, chief economist of First

Trust, indicates that when fearing
recession, investors rely upon three
sets of information: forecasts, confidence and facts. Today, forecasts and
confidence are at a low. They are not,
however, supported by the facts.
As we write this, the U.S. stock
market hovers in bear market territory, as many companies are trading more than 20 percent below
their high set in April. Yet, here are
just a few examples of positive economic indicators that could lead to
a more optimistic outlook:
• Unemployment claims fell to the
lowest level in six months.
• Hotel occupancy is up 4.1 percent
year over year.
• Oil prices reached a 12-month
low, equivalent to a stealth tax cut
for consumers.
• Corporate insider stock purchases
in August were 15 percent higher
than in March 2009, presumably
because buyers see real value in
their own companies.
• Consumers have paid down a tremendous amount of debt over the
past three years. We are now in line

with where the consumer debt burden has been for the past 30 years.
• Americans have increased savings
from a rate that hovered around
zero up to approximately 5 percent.
• Interest rates are approaching near
historic lows. While much is written about low mortgage rates, we
also know that the falling cost of
capital often leads to a rise in corporate earnings.
• At $2 trillion and growing, a record
amount of liquid cash is on corporate balance sheets, just waiting to
be deployed.
As we head into what appears to
be ongoing uncertainty surrounding
Greek and Eurozone debt, as well as
a polarizing election cycle, we are
bound to encounter more negative
headlines. Market volatility is likely
to become a reliable bedfellow.
So, next time you hear the phrase
“May you live in interesting times,”
remember this: Whether you perceive it to be a blessing or a curse
depends upon your point of view.
Let your view be shaped both by
perception and facts.

Sources: Brian Westbury, First Trust Forecasts, Confidence & Facts; CNBC, The Kudlow Report; Numbernomics.com, Bob Veres Gloom, Doom & Hidden Rays of
Hope; Advisors Capital Manager Charles Leiberman 10/3/11
There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will outperform a non-diversified portfolio in any given market environment. No investment strategy, such as
asset allocation, can guarantee a profit or protect against loss in periods of declining values. Please note that rebalancing investments may cause investors to incur
transaction costs and, when rebalancing a non-retirement account, taxable events will be created that may increase your tax liability. Rebalancing a portfolio cannot assure a profit or protect against a loss in any given market environment.
About Patricia C. Brennan (right-hand page): *Candidates for the Philadelphia Business Journal and Barron’s were determined by The Winner’s Circle. Candidates were valued on criteria such as assets under management, revenues, experience and record of regulatory compliance and complaints. Candidates were further vetted based on in-depth interviews and discussions with management, peers and customers, as well as professional achievements and community involvement.
The Winner’s Circle does not receive compensation from participating firms or their affiliates, financial advisors or the media in exchange for rankings. In addition
to the criteria used for the Barron’s article and the Philadelphia Business Journal, Wealth Manager magazine takes into consideration service to industry organizations and mentoring to others. Presented to 7 percent of wealth managers with five years of experience in the financial services industry, all professions within
a market area. Each wealth manager was reviewed for regulatory actions, civil judicial actions and customer complaints. http://www.fivestarprofessional.com/
fiveStarAssets/pdfs/GenericResearchWM.pdf. Third-party rankings from rating services or publications are no guarantee of future investment success.
The Delaware Valley region is defined as the following counties: Pennsylvania—Berks, Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, Philadelphia;
Delaware—New Castle; Maryland—Cecil; and New Jersey—Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Mercer, Ocean, Salem.
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“Many Americans
perceive our economic
troubles to be far worse
than they are.”
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New clients may contact me at 610.429.9050 to
schedule an initial consultation.
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William Byrne at Georgetown University
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Great listening and
influencing with integrity
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An ICU nurse

About Patricia C. Brennan

ILLUSTRATION BY KEVIN SPROULS

A graduate of Georgetown University and a Certified Financial Planner, Patricia C. Brennan strives to
communicate complex financial concepts in understandable terms. She has frequently been named one of
Barron’s top 100 women financial advisors, as well as one of its top 1,000 financial advisors in America
(February 2009)*. Other accolades include: one of America’s top 100 independent advisors, Registered Rep
magazine, November 2007; one of the 50 most influential women in wealth management, Wealth Manager
magazine, April 2008; number two in the Greater Philadelphia Area, Philadelphia Business Journal, October
2008; and five-star wealth manager, Philadelphia magazine, November 2009.

Assets Under Management
$325 million (as of 9/30/11)

Compensation Method
Asset-based and fixed fees; commissions (investment and insurance products)

Minimum Fee for Initial Meeting
None required

Primary Custodian for Investor Assets
Pershing

Minimum Net Worth Requirement
$500,000

Professional Services Provided
Planning and investment advisory services

Largest Client Net Worth
$70 million

Association Membership Financial Planning Association

Financial Services Experience
24 years

Website www.keyfinancialinc.com
Email pbrennan@keyfinancialinc.com

Securities and advisory services offered through Royal Alliance Associates Inc., member FINRA/SIPC and a registered investment advisor.
Advisory services offered through Key Financial Inc., a registered investment advisor not affiliated with Royal Alliance Associates Inc.
The views expressed are not necessarily the views of Royal Alliance Associates Inc.
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About the Worth Leading Advisors
The Worth Leading Advisors admittance process is based on, but not limited to, the Advisor’s experience, education, fiduciary status, compliance record, wealth management services,
methods of compensation and scope of current business. In order to be considered for the Worth Leading Advisors Program, financial professionals must be willing to provide
complete and full disclosure to investors so that independent analysts from InvestorWatchdog.com can thoroughly screen and evaluate their credentials, ethics and business practices.
Once admitted, Advisors pay a fee to be included. Investors and potential investors are solely responsible for the decision to select particular Advisors.

